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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Efficiency and Accuracy Evaluation
of Multiple Diffusion-Weighted MRI

Techniques Across Different Scanners
Frederik Crop, PhD,1,2* Clémence Robert, MS,1 Romain Viard, PhD,3,4 Julien Dumont, RT,3

Marine Kawalko, RT,5 Pauline Makala, RT,6 Xavier Liem, MD,6 Imen El Aoud, MD,5

Aicha Ben Miled, MD,5 Victor Chaton, MD,5 Lucas Patin, MD,5 David Pasquier, MD,6,7

Ophélie Guillaud, MD,5 Benjamin Vandendorpe, MD,6 Xavier Mirabel, MD,6

Luc Ceugnart, MD,5 Camille Decoene, PhD,1 and Thomas Lacornerie, MS1

Background: The choice between different diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) techniques is difficult as each comes with
tradeoffs for efficient clinical routine imaging and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) accuracy.
Purpose: To quantify signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) efficiency, ADC accuracy, artifacts, and distortions for different DWI acqui-
sition techniques, coils, and scanners.
Study Type: Phantom, in vivo intraindividual biomarker accuracy between DWI techniques and independent ratings.
Population/Phantoms: NIST diffusion phantom.
51 Patients: 40 with prostate cancer and 11 with head-and-neck cancer at 1.5 T
Field Strength/Sequence: Echo planar imaging (EPI): 1.5 T and 3 T Siemens; 3 T Philips.
Distortion-reducing: RESOLVE (1.5 and 3 T Siemens); Turbo Spin Echo (TSE)-SPLICE (3 T Philips).
Small field-of-view (FOV): ZoomitPro (1.5 T Siemens); IRIS (3 T Philips).
Head-and-neck and flexible coils.
Assessment: SNR Efficiency, geometrical distortions, and susceptibility artifacts were quantified for different b-values in a
phantom. ADC accuracy/agreement was quantified in phantom and for 51 patients. In vivo image quality was indepen-
dently rated by four experts.
Statistical Tests: QIBA methodology for accuracy: trueness, repeatability, reproducibility, Bland–Altman 95% Limits-
of-Agreement (LOA) for ADC. Wilcoxon Signed-Rank and student tests on P < 0.05 level.
Results: The ZoomitPro small FOV sequence improved b-image efficiency by 8%–14%, reduced artifacts and observer
scoring for most raters at the cost of smaller FOV compared to EPI. The TSE-SPLICE technique reduced artifacts almost
completely at a 24% efficiency cost compared to EPI for b-values ≤500 sec/mm2. Phantom ADC 95% LOA trueness were
within �0.03 � 10�3 mm2/sec except for small FOV IRIS. The in vivo ADC agreement between techniques, however,
resulted in 95% LOAs in the order of �0.3 � 10�3 mm2/sec with up to 0.2 � 10�3 mm2/sec of bias.
Data Conclusion: ZoomitPro for Siemens and TSE SPLICE for Philips resulted in a trade-off between efficiency and
artifacts. Phantom ADC quality control largely underestimated in vivo accuracy: significant ADC bias and variability was
found between techniques in vivo.
Level of Evidence: 3
Technical Efficacy Stage: 2
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Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) images the water dif-
fusivity, which can characterize tissue cellularity. DWI is

part of the standard prostate MRI protocol at diagnosis or recur-
rence after local treatment such as radiotherapy or high intensity
focal ultrasound.1–3 It has been used for macroscopic target vol-
ume definition for prostate radiotherapy or focal prostate treat-
ment, but also more recently as a biomarker.4–6 DWI has also
shown promising results for therapy outcome prediction for
head and neck cancer.7 In the clinical setting, a compromise has
to be found between image resolution, signal to noise ratio
(SNR), acquisition time and distortions for diagnostic b-value
images. However, this tradeoff can also have an effect on the
accuracy of the quantitative apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) imaging biomarker.8–12 ADC calculation depends on
multiple b-value images and thus depends on the SNR of each
b-value image. An example of this optimization problem is the
use of the number of averages/excitations for a low number of
b-value images versus additional b-values with lower SNR for
better ADC calculation.13

Current research for quantitative MRI biomarkers focuses
on quantifying uncertainties through metrology, following, for
example, Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Association (QIBA)
and European Imaging Biomarkers Alliance (EIBALL) consortia
and their recommendations.9,12,14

Different DWI sequences exist. The first, most employed,
is single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI), which is efficient but
can lead to distortions and artifacts. The second class of DWI
sequences aims to reduce artifacts and distortions through seg-
mentation of k-space (readout segmentation of long variable
echo trains, RESOLVE)15 or through split-echo acquisition of
turbo spin echo (TSE-SPLICE).16 A third, small field-of-view
(FOV), type applies a combination of a tilt in the excitation
plane with variable gradient amplitudes to reduce EPI artifacts
and distortions at the cost of smaller FOV.17 Liney et al.18

investigated geometric accuracy for prostate radiotherapy plan-
ning in a radiotherapy setting. They found that the RESOLVE
sequence provided the best in vivo agreement. Other authors
also investigated in vivo differences between EPI and small FOV
for thyroid19 or prostate,20 which were in favor of small FOV
DWI. But combining results for both diagnostics and ADC
accuracy proves to be difficult.

The aim of this work was to investigate the quantifica-
tion of SNR efficiency, ADC accuracy, artifacts, and distor-
tions between sequence types, coils, and MRI scanners on a
phantom. This work also evaluated in vivo ADC agreement
and expert-ratings between DWI techniques in order to try to
validate phantom results.

Materials and Methods
Ethics Approval
Patients provided written informed consent for the anonymous use of
data. This study was approved by the local ethics committee. Fourty-
two consecutive prostate cancer patients and eleven head-and-neck

cancer patients were originally considered. The prostate patients were
randomly assigned an EPI-RESOLVE or EPI-small FOV comparison.
One prostate cancer patient was excluded due to important prostate
deformations and different levels of rectal gas, between the subsequent
DWI acquisitions. Another prostate cancer patient was excluded as no
DWI imaging technique was possible to interpret due to the presence
of two severely artifacting prosthesis. This led to a final 40 prostate can-
cer patients population.

MRI Data Acquisition
An overview of the different MRI scanners, DWI techniques, and
coils used in this study is provided in Table 1 with full sequence
details in Table S1 in the Supplemental Material. This study investi-
gated three different types of sequences for DWI. The first was stan-
dard EPI with GRAPPA or SENSE acceleration. The second was
oriented towards geometric fidelity: segmented EPI RESOLVE
(Siemens)15 and split-echo Turbo Spin Echo (TSE SPLICE,
Philips).16 The third was a small FOV DWI (Siemens: ZoomitPro,
Philips: Iris).17 Finally, these methods were also compared between
two different coil types: flexible and head-and-neck coils.

All DWI sequences were clinically optimized in-house in collabo-
ration with Siemens and Philips engineers to obtain the minimum echo
time and interecho time. These sequences were used on phantom and
in vivo with the same acquired and reconstructed voxel size (respectively,
3 � 3 � 3 mm3 and 1.5 � 1.5 � 3 mm3) and clinical appropriate
FOV, except the small FOV sequences, which imply smaller FOVs
(see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material for sequence details). Acqui-
sitions were for all patients limited at equal acquisition time: 6 minutes
for prostate cancer and 3 minutes 30 for head and neck cancer. The
in vivo small FOV acquisitions used, relative to EPI, 14% smaller voxel
sizes and an extra average/excitation for b1000, following the SNR effi-
ciency gain to EPI as explained in the results. Fat saturation was applied
equally for all sequences.

3D distortion correction was applied for all sequences and
MRI scanners. Four encoding directions were applied for diffusion
sensitizing gradients, as this study investigated isotropic DWI. The
k-space-based GRAPPA parallel imaging acceleration was used for
EPI and RESOLVE (Siemens), which has a beneficial influence on
echo time reduction.21 Image domain-based parallel imaging acceler-
ation SENSE was applied for Philips sequences.

The NIST standard diffusion phantom (serial n� 128-A-
03-097, CaliberMRI, Boulder, Colorado, US) was used and prepared
in an ice bath at 0�C. This phantom contained 13 vials with poly
vinyl propylide solutions of 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%
corresponding to NIST calibrated ADC values of 1.127, 0.843,
0.607, 0.403, 0.248, and 0.128 10�3 mm2/sec with a listed uncer-
tainty of 0.001–0.008 � 10�3 mm2/sec.22 All phantom measure-
ments were based on the central 3D part of the spheres, which were
originally automatically contoured on a high-resolution computed
tomography (CT) scan. The central 3D part was defined by a 3D
5 mm retraction of the outer contour, resulting in a �10 cm3 volume.
For each DWI phantom acquisition series, a high-resolution T1 3D
Turbo Spin Echo was acquired in order to fuse with the original CT
scan. The data were analyzed using custom python (3.9) code and the
R project (V4.3.0, R Core Team, Vienna, Austria).23

Analysis was performed according to the QIBA workgroup
methodology.14,24,25 Using definitions in ISO 5725-1, a “true
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value” corresponds with an exactly known value. For phantom mea-
surements, the term “accuracy” was applied as the NIST ADC value
of the vials was close to a true value. The term “agreement” should
be used instead of “accuracy” in the case a true value was not
known, which was the case for in vivo comparisons. Accuracy can
then be divided into:

1. Precision (σÞ
a. Repeatability (σrepeatÞ: variability when repeating the

measure or sequence under the same unchanged setup
conditions

b. Reproducibility σrepro
� �

: variability when reproducing
the measure or sequence under a newly installed setup

2. Trueness

a. Systematic errors or fixed bias from measure to true
value

b. Proportional bias (fixed, proportional or non-fixed)

The coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated as the relative
standard deviation, where σ is the precision or variability of the mea-
sure and μ is the mean of the measure:

CV¼ σ

μ
*100%

SNRNEMA1 Accuracy for DWI
SNR was evaluated using the NEMA1 difference method.26,27 This
method uses two identical acquisitions for SNR evaluation. These
are summed and subtracted to obtain, respectively, a mean signal

intensity and difference image. SI corresponds to the mean signal
intensity in a 3D region of interest of the mean image, and SDdiff

corresponds to the standard deviation in the region of interest of the
difference image. From this, SNR can be calculated as:

SNRNEMA1 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p SI
SDdiff

The calculated SNR values correspond to the observed SNR
and integrates the acceleration g-factor.28 The accuracy of this
method was validated with a voxelwise noise evaluation of a series of
measurements, as detailed Data S1 in the Supplemental Material.13

SNR was evaluated on phantom for all techniques and coils for
DWI at multiple b values (b = 0, 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200,
500, 1000, 1500, 2000 mm2/sec).

DWI Efficiency: SNR/√Second
The efficiency of the sequence in clinical routine between different
MRI scanners, techniques and coils can be measured by evaluating
the SNR gain per square root second, or in other words, the amount
of SNR provided per second for each b value.

SNR for DWI can be improved through several methods. A
first is echo time shortening, which leads to higher SNR due to
lower T2 decay. However, echo time shortening is dependent on res-
olution, bandwidth and is limited to hardware and does not shorten
acquisition time. A second method commonly used in clinical prac-
tice is acquiring multiple averages (also called excitations or means),
directly implemented in the console. But then the SNR is only

TABLE 1. Overview of Different Scanners and DWI Techniques

Scanner number 1 2 3

Field strength (T) 1.5 3 3

Type Sola Vida Achieva dstream

Manufacturer Siemens Siemens Philips

Software version XA11B XA11B 5.7.1.1

SNR accuracy X

SNR efficiency X X X

Techniques investigated EPI EPI EPI EPI overplus

Distortion-reducing Resolve Resolve TSE SPLICE

Small FOV ZoomitPro – IRIS

Coils investigated H&N coils 20 channel 20 channel 32 channel

Body + spine coils (channels) 12 + spine 18 + spine –

Max gradient amplitude (mT/m) 33 45 80

Slew rate (T/m/sec) 125 200 200

EPI: echo planar imaging; H&N: head and neck; TSE SPLICE: split echo turbo spin echo acquisition.
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raising as the square root of the number of averages. For example,
for “one” average, if the first sequence obtains SNR1 in 1 sec, the
second SNR2 in 4 sec, and the third SNR3 in 24 sec, the first one

will obtain SNR1x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24=1

p
, and the second will obtain

SNR2x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24=4

p
within the same 24 s when applying multiple aver-

ages. Inversely, the third sequence will only obtain SNR3*
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=24

p

theoretically within the time SNR1 was obtained. A logical normali-
zation to remove time influence and time taken per average is thus
by dividing by the square root of time, which allows direct absolute

comparison in efficiency: SNR/√second.
The time in seconds for each b-value was obtained by adding

10 averages/excitations in the console for that specific b-value and
dividing the additional required time by 10 to reduce the rounding
error for very fast acquisitions. Relative efficiency percentages
between coils and DWI techniques were calculated as the mean of
relative efficiency over all measured b-values according to the uncer-
tainty budget. SNR was not corrected for bandwidth and the num-
ber of phase encoding steps, as these were intricate to the optimized
sequence, such as reducing echo time.

ADC Accuracy: Diffusion Phantom
The quantitative imaging biomarker for DWI is the ADC value. In
this section, the accuracy of the obtained ADC values was measured
for clinical acquisitions using the NIST standard diffusion phantom
(details in “MRI data acquisition” section). These sequences used clini-
cally relevant b-values and number of averages/excitations per b-value
(“clinical levels”). For prostate, this was based on b = 50 sec/mm2,
b = 400 sec/mm2, and b = 1000 sec/mm2 with 6 minutes acquisition
time. For head and neck, this was based on b = 0 sec/mm2 and
b = 1000 sec/mm2 acquisitions with 3 minutes and 30 sec acquisition
time (see Table S1 in the Supplemental Material for all sequence
details).

ADC reproducibility was evaluated using measurements per-
formed on eight different days using the clinical b-values and num-
ber of averages/excitations (details in Table S1 in the Supplemental
Material). ADC trueness for the different scanners, available tech-
niques, and coils was evaluated by comparing to the NIST standard
diffusion phantom values using Bland–Altman plots.

Artifacts and Distortions
A CuSO4–water-doped geometrical phantom was equipped with
additional inserts for artifact assessment: a titanium needle and air
insert simulating the tumor/air interfaces for prostate and head and
neck cancers, but also gold fiducial, silicone oil, maize oil/water, and
grid inserts, which were not used in this study. “Many to one map-
ping” artifacts due to nonlinear susceptibility induced distortions
were evaluated for b = 1000 sec/mm2 images by contouring the
hypersignal region for the titanium needle and air insert.29 The arti-
fact surface, as well as its relative intensity to a homogeneous region,
was evaluated. The same user, CR, contoured manually the artifacts
on all images, verified by FC. Reproducibility of the artifact size con-
touring was evaluated by reproducing artifact delineations on five
different days by the same user.

Geometrical distortions were assessed on the diffusion phan-
tom using a mutual information-based deformable registration
(Raystation, Raysearch Laboratory, Stockholm, Sweden) with a

1-mm grid between a high-resolution 3D-corrected T1 3D TSE
acquisitions and the b1000 diffusion image both acquired with the
same setup for each evaluation. Distortions on a grid phantom can
generate artifacts and increase distortions due to very large suscepti-
bility differences between the thick plastic slices and doped water.
Therefore, this was evaluated on the NIST phantom directly, in an
attempt to simulate clinical practice more closely in more homoge-
neous regions excluding regions with artifacts.

Clinical Evaluation: Image Quality and ADC
Agreement
The three different techniques were clinically evaluated on the 1.5 T
MRI scanner. For patients with prostate cancer, a standard EPI was
applied and combined randomly with a small FOV (n = 18 patients) or
RESOLVE acquisition (n = 22 patients). All acquisitions used b-values
equal to 50, 400, and 1000 sec/mm2, equal fat saturation, and limited at
the same 6 minutes acquisition time. For patients with head and neck
cancer, small FOV and RESOLVE were acquired (n = 11 patients) with
b = 0 and 1000 sec/mm2 acquisitions with 3 minutes and 30 sec acqui-
sition time. No EPI was acquired for patients with head and neck cancer,
as it was considered to result in too many artifacts.

All patients were positioned using MRI compatible radiother-
apy immobilization devices: omniboard and thermoplastic masks
(Macromedics, NL). These immobilization devices reduced move-
ment issues compared with standard acquisitions but could reduce
SNR due to distance to coils. As such, an optimized flexible coil
setup used for head and neck: a posterior 6-channel coil and an ante-
rior 12-channel coil.

Qualitative image rating was performed by OG (5 years expe-
rience), XL (7 years), VC (4 years), and LP (4 years) for head and
neck DWI whilst DP (20 years), BV (6 years), EAI (3 years), and
BMA (6 years) rated prostate DWI.

Next, a quantitative evaluation was performed for in vivo
ADC agreement between techniques. 3D volumes were manually
contoured in RayStation (V11b, RaySearch laboratories, Stockholm,
Sweden). For patients with prostate cancer, the prostate/clinical tar-
get volume, gross target volume if present, internal obturator muscle,
and an artefact-free bladder region were contoured. For patients with
head and neck cancer, this concerned parotid glands, eyes, pterygoid
muscles, masseters, grey matter, submandibular glands, and gross target
volumes, where applicable depending on the localization. All volumes
were contoured by radiation oncologists (XL: head and neck, DP &
BV: prostate) with assistance of radiologists when required. Image con-
touring was also supported by fusion of multi parametric MRI with
CT, dual energy CT for head and neck and PET/CT when available, as
shown in Figures S4–S6 in the Supplemental Material. Image fusion
was effective due to the use of immobilization devices reducing move-
ments and improving position reproducibility, gold fiducial implants for
prostate fusion but also bladder and dietary preparation. Contours were
equal size and location on each pairwise DWI acquisition and were veri-
fied for coherence by FC. All MRI sequences were corrected for 3D dis-
tortions and under geometrical quality control.

Statistical Analysis
Phantom and in vivo ADC accuracy were assessed by Bland–Altman
plots and 95% limits of agreement (LOAs). Phantom ADC values
were compared with the NIST provided values whilst in vivo the
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DWI techniques were compared pairwise between DWI tech-
niques. The 95% confidence intervals of the bias and LOA results
were calculated and plotted in the Bland–Altman plots as addi-
tional dotted lines using the BlandAltmanLeh method in the R
project.23,30 Bland–Altman plots indicate bias if the 0 difference
value is outside of the confidence intervals (remark: not the 95%
LOAs). Next to the Bland–Altman plots, all ADC evaluations
were subjected to a paired two sided P-test with prior verification
of normal distribution through a Shapiro–Wilk test both at
P < 0.05 level in the R project.

Qualitative pairwise evaluations were performed by four raters
for each discipline. For each patient, a rater was given b1000 and
ADC images of two techniques, combined with medical history and
all other imaging. They then attributed a 0–10 score for both DWI
techniques to b1000 and ADC images. The subtraction of these
scores resulted in a difference score, indicating the preference for a
specific technique even if the absolute score was different between
raters. This resulted also in a scale by how much they preferred each
technique over the other. ADC and b1000 could also be scored dif-
ferent by radiologists.

TABLE 2. Summary of All Results Obtained in This Study

Result (uncertainties: see main text)

Phantom SNRNEMA1

accuracy
for DWI

Precision Repeatability CV = 5%

Reproducibility CV = 12%

Trueness +3.4% bias

SNR/√s
efficiency

Body to H&N coil 27% loss

ZoomitPro to EPI 14% gain

RESOLVE to EPI 42% loss

TSE SPLICE to EPI 13% loss

24% loss for b < 500 sec/mm2

Distortions/
artifacts

Artifacts SPLICE TSE > RESOLVE >
ZoomitPro > EPI

Distortions Least: RESOLVE 1.5 T body coil

ADC accuracy Reproducibility H&N coil CV = 1.3%

Body coil CV = 2.2%

Trueness All types/coils
except IRIS

95% LOA = �0.03 � 10�3 mm2/sec;
bias <0.01 � 10�3 mm2/sec

IRIS 95% LOA [�0.04;�0.013] � 10�3 mm2/sec;
bias �0.03 � 10�3 mm2/sec

In vivo Image quality–
raters

ZoomitPro = EPI > RESOLVE

ADC accuracy EPI-ZoomitPro Prostate–target 95% LOAs
(10�3 mm2/sec)

Bias (10�3 mm2/sec)

[�0.13; +0.30] 0.09

Pelvis–all [�0.16; +0.63] 0.23

EPI-RESOLVE Prostate–target [�0.47; +0.02] �0.23

Pelvis–all [�0.53; +0.09] �0.22

RESOLVE-
ZoomitPro

H&N–target [�0.33; +0.54] 0.11

H&N–all [�0.21; +0.41] 0.1

The first part lists all phantom results ranging from SNRNEMA1 accuracy, SNR efficiency per technique and coil use, distortion/artefact
evaluation, and ADC accuracy. The second part gives an overview of the in vivo validation.
CV: coefficient of variation; DWI: diffusion weighted imaging; EPI: echo planar imaging; H&N: head and neck; SNR: signal-to-noise-
ratio; TSE SPLICE: split echo turbo spin echo acquisition.
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The null hypothesis H0 was there is no difference between
the methods: each pairwise comparison could indicate that a specific
technique was evaluated better than the other. Therefore, a two-
sided pairwise Wilcoxon Signed Rank test evaluated the order of
techniques. A one-sided pairwise student test then evaluated by how
much each technique was evaluated as better. Tests were evaluated
at a P < 0.05 level. Ratings were performed independently and raters
were not aware of any of the results of this study.

Results
A summary of the results detailed in the following sections is
given in Table 2. The SNR accuracy assessment results for
DWI are detailed in the Supplemental Material Data (S2)
with finally a +3.4% bias, 5% repeatability CV and 12%
reproducibility CV.

DWI Efficiency: Phantom SNR/√s
Figure 1 shows the SNR/√s efficiency results of the central
insert of the NIST diffusion phantom, with ADC value of
1.127 10�3 mm2/sec, as the noise levels vary due to geometrical
and acceleration considerations (see Data S2.4 in the Supple-
mental Material “SNR trueness: dependencies”). Uncertainty

intervals for the SNR/√s shown in the Fig. 1 represent the
reproducibility uncertainty, modified with a 3.4% bias.

The use of body coils resulted in a mean 27% efficiency
loss compared to dedicated head and neck coils for both scan-
ner 1 and 2 (Sola and Vida), ranging between 36% and 10%
loss (�11%) depending on the sequence type.

The ZoomitPro Siemens small FOV technique was 8%
(head & neck coil) to 14% (Body coils) �5% more efficient
than the standard EPI technique, whereas the IRIS technique
had low efficiency compared to EPI: 68% loss. The seg-
mented EPI RESOLVE technique for Siemens scanners was
associated with efficiency reduction (36%–65% relative to
EPI), whereas for Philips, the TSE SPLICE technique
approximated the efficiency of the EPI technique for b-values
of >500 sec/mm2. Details of all efficiency comparisons can be
found in the Table S2 in the Supplemental Material.

ADC Accuracy: Diffusion Phantom
Phantom reproducibility for ADC obtained values, using clin-
ical sequences for the Sola 1.5 T (scanner 1) MRI scanner
over all inserts, resulted in mean absolute SDrepro values of
0.0057 � 10�3 mm2/sec and 0.0062 � 10�3 mm2/sec or
mean CVrepro values of 1.3% and 2.2% for head and neck
coil and body coil, respectively. The CVs were ranging
between 0.5%–3% and 0.3%–10%, respectively, for the head
and neck and body coil, depending on the ADC values
(highest ADC to lowest). These values were of the same order
of magnitude as the listed NIST uncertainty (trueness) of the
inserts.

Figure 2 shows that all the Siemens sequences consid-
ered in this study using clinical b levels and means for both
1.5 T and 3 T obtained 95% LOA (ADC) in the order of
�0.03 � 10�3 mm2/sec with (if present) statistically signifi-
cant bias <0.01 � 10�3 mm2/sec from the NIST values. For
the Philips Achieva (scanner 3), a statistically significant bias
of �0.028 � 10�3 mm2/sec for the small FOV EPI (IRIS)
sequence was measured, although with LOAs lower than that
for EPI and the segmented EPI. The Philips Achieva EPI and
segmented TSE presented a small positive and negative linear
bias, which lead subsequently to a slightly larger 95% LOA
compared with Siemens sequences.

Artifacts and Distortions
Figure 3 shows that the size of artifacts was greatly reduced
by the segmented techniques, but not the relative intensity
for the Vida 3 T (scanner 2). The ZoomitPro technique
resulted in a compromise between EPI and RESOLVE,
whereas the IRIS technique resulted in equivalent artifacts as
EPI for the Achieva 3 T (scanner 3).

Distortions in more homogeneous regions, using the
NIST diffusion phantom showed subtle differences between
techniques and coils, with the 1.5 T RESOLVE technique
using body coils showing the least distortions (see Figure S3
in the Supplemental Material for more details).

FIGURE 1: Efficiency (SNR/√s for 1 average, in vitro) at different b-values for the central insert with an ADC value of
1.127 � 10�3 mm2/sec.
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Clinical Evaluation: Image Quality and ADC
Agreement

IN VIVO IMAGE QUALITY.. Clinical cases are shown in
Figures S4–S6 in the Supplemental Material. The results
indicated a statistically significant preference of the small
FOV technique over RESOLVE technique for head and neck
cancer patients for both b1000 and ADC with respective
mean difference scores of 2.5 and 1.7 (Fig. 4). The small
FOV technique offered in most cases better b1000 evaluation
but sometimes ADC was visually better for the resolve

technique. In specific high susceptibility gradient regions like
the sinus or nose, however, artifacts were still present for the
small FOV technique, and the RESOLVE technique would
be required.

The combined ratings of all four raters for prostate
DWI resulted in a statistically non-significant difference
between EPI and small FOV technique for prostate for both
b1000 (P = 0.06) and ADC (P = 0.68) but statistically sig-
nificantly favoring EPI over RESOLVE. When going into rat-
ing detail, the small FOV technique was statistically
significant favored by three raters for both b1000 and ADC,

FIGURE 2: Phantom ADC trueness for all MRI scanners, sequences, and coils. The red dashed line represents the mean bias, with the
red dotted lines representing the statistical uncertainty 95% confidence interval. Blue dashed lines represent the 95% LOA, with
respective uncertainty intervals in blue dotted lines.
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but not systematically for all patients. The ratings of these
three raters resulted in respectively scores favoring small FOV
for b1000 and ADC at +1 and +1.22. To note, these three
raters sometimes preferred EPI over small FOV. One rater
favored larger FOV EPI over the small FOV technique more
systematically with a statistically significant difference score
for, respectively, b1000 and ADC of �1.4 and �1.44.

IN VIVO ADC AGREEMENT. Figure 5 shows that ADC
values were affected in vivo by statistically significant biases in
the order of 0.1 to 0.2 � 10�3 mm2/sec and variabilities with
95% LOA in order of �0.2 to 0.3 � 10�3 mm2/sec between
techniques. Even for homogeneous volumes such as the blad-
der, large differences between techniques were present, in the
order of 10%–20% bias and �10%–30% variability between
techniques.

Discussion
This study provided a quantitative evaluation of tradeoffs in
SNR efficiency, artifacts and ADC accuracy between DWI
MRI sequences and coils, but showed also ADC differences
in vivo, not present on phantom, between techniques.

The obtained phantom DWI SNRNEMA1 accuracies
were slightly greater than those reported by Dietrich et al.31

for regular images (bias of 2.7% with �1.6% repeatability)
but consistent with results for diffusion tensor imaging27

(4% bias). Most likely, this bias with the more accurate
voxelwise series of measurements approach14 comes from the
slightly non-gaussian distribution of the difference noise
image. However, the accuracy was sufficient for the intended
efficiency study especially in the light of the otherwise
required number of acquisition for a voxelwise series of
measurements approach.

FIGURE 3: Artifact assessment: top graphs represent the surface area of the artifact and bottom graphs represent the relative
intensity of the artifact to a homogeneous artifact-free region.
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The SNR/√s efficiency can be an objective metric to
compare techniques for b-images supporting practical deci-
sions on technique and b-values. However, an interaction
between voxel sizes, repetition time, bandwidth, acceleration,
and echo time parameters is still possible. For b = 0 sec/mm2

measurements, different gradients (and crusher gradients)
were used by the scanners, resulting in considerably lower
acquisition time, higher noise levels, but more efficient

SNR/√s, with the Vida 3 T (scanner 3) EPI being the most
efficient. For body applications, a b = 50–100 sec/mm2 value
was used to reduce the influence of slow-moving blood with
high T2 values. Vascularity appears as a high signal due to
the slow-moving protons in the gradient field introducing dif-
ferent phase information. However, the accuracy of tumor
ADC calculations could benefit these efficient b = 0 sec/mm2

acquisitions.
Artifacts are important for both diagnostic and radio-

therapy MRI. Distortions can complicate diagnostics but are
more problematic for applications requiring high geometric

accuracy such as radiotherapy contouring. Overall, geometri-
cal distortions in homogeneous regions were not important
due to the short echo time optimization. The small FOV
ZoomitPro technique on the Sola 1.5 T (scanner 1) resulted
in a compromise between EPI and RESOLVE, which was
however not noticed for the IRIS Philips technique. On the
other hand, the RESOLVE Siemens technique resulted in
lower artifacts, but not as low as the TSE SPLICE Philips
technique.

The results of this study indicated very good ADC
accuracy on phantom for all, except the IRIS technique. This
was not completely in line with the results of Liney et al. for
the ZOOMit technique.18 However, they used the predeces-
sor of the ZOOMitPro technique on a 3 T scanner, the
RESOLVE sequence used took approximately double the
time of the other techniques and agreement was not evaluated
extensively in vivo.

In vivo results followed the phantom results for head
and neck cancer favoring the small FOV technique, except in

FIGURE 4: Violin plots of difference of pairwise visual DWI scoring of b1000 and ADC images for prostate (blue, 4 raters, EPI
vs. small FOV and EPI vs. RESOLVE) and Head and Neck (green, 4 raters, small FOV vs. RESOLVE). Significance was indicated as:
P < 0.05 (*). For prostate, there was no statistically significant difference between the small FOV and EPI technique for all raters
combined for both b1000 (P = 0.06) and ADC (P = 0.68). However, the small FOV technique was slightly, but statistically significant,
favored to EPI by three raters, whereas the fourth rater favored EPI to small FOV systematically. The small FOV technique was in
general favored for head and neck cancer, except in specific cases.
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FIGURE 5: Bland–Altman plots of ADC value comparison in vivo. The left column shows only tumor or clinical target volumes (blue).
The right column shows all results including nontarget volumes. The first two rows show Bland–Altman plots for EPI, RESOLVE, and
ZoomitPro techniques in the pelvis region. The final row shows Bland–Altman plots for RESOLVE and ZoomitPro techniques in the
head and neck region. The bias is shown in dashed red lines and its corresponding 95% confidence interval in dotted red lines. The
95% LOA are shown in dashed blue, with corresponding 95% confidence interval in dotted blue lines.
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high susceptibility gradient regions requiring the RESOLVE
technique. For prostate, this was more subtle with three raters
favoring small FOV, however not systematically. One rater
systematically favored EPI, due to the larger FOV offering
better localization possibilities.

In vivo ADC results however, indicated large bias and
large 95% LOA between techniques, despite the extensive
phantom quality control indicating accurate results. This
result is consistent with the in vivo bias noticed by Lu et al
for thyroid glands between EPI and small FOV for a general
electric (GE) 3 T scanner, but not with that found by Korn
et al. for prostate on a GE 3 T with endorectal coil.19,20 The
agreement obtained in this study was not as good as the
repeatability obtained in a breast MRI study, which was in
the order of �0.15 � 10�3 mm2/sec LOAs.32 The 95%
LOAs obtained in the current study were however consistent
with those of reproducibility studies of the prostate: showing
<35% ADC differences and median ADC values of
�0.28 � 10�3 mm2/sec33,34 The in vivo ADC results
obtained in the head and neck region were in line with the
results of Habrich et al. where they obtained between 13%
and 31%.35 Paudyal et al. obtained 95% LOA’s for ADC
repeatability in the order of �0.1 � 10�3 mm2/sec for
HNSCC with EPI on a Philips Ingenia 3 T and in the
order of �0.5 � 10�3 mm2/sec for papillary thyroid cancer
with small FOV technique on GE scanners.36

Limitations
The SNR quantification study focused on phantom acquisi-
tions and not clinical imaging of the human body. However,
clinical comparison of the SNR efficiency would be challeng-
ing due to reproducibility as one could expect movement and
flow issues for the subtracted image. In this study, isotropic
DWI were acquired using the four gradient approach, but
simultaneous multislice acceleration or BLADE methods were
not included. Tumor conspicuity and high or low contrast
resolution were not assessed in detail but only globally quali-
tatively by raters.

This work was limited to two vendors, three scanners
and three techniques. However, the obtained results, such as

the SNR/√s efficiency and ADC accuracy based on the NIST
standard diffusion phantom, should provide an absolute point
of comparison when applied to other scanners and DWI
techniques.

The high ADC bladder values were partly impacted by
different artifacts in the homogeneous bladder region. Care
was taken to not incorporate these regions but could not be
avoided totally. An important factor in our study could be
the in vivo noise floor37 or the non-Gaussian diffusion at
larger b-values not being comparable in vitro to in vivo, even
though care was taken to obtain sufficient SNR. T2 depen-
dence was verified on the NIST 106–0030 standard phantom

with calibrated T2 values but showed no difference in ADC
values between sequence types.

Conclusion
The SNRNEMA1 method for DWI was found to provide rea-
sonable accuracy. The combination of the proposed quantifi-

able SNR/√s metric with the assessment of ADC accuracy,
artifact and distortion measurements can provide an objective
supporting method for the choice of technique in practice.

Although ADC accuracy on phantom was excellent,
important differences were observed in vivo for patients with
both head and neck cancer and prostate cancer between the
three techniques. Therefore, ADC values should be used with
caution for quantitative imaging biomarker evaluations espe-
cially when changing techniques.
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